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Abstract
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have been attracting increasing popularity due to
their simplicity and effectiveness in a variety of fields. However, a large number
of labeled data is generally required to train these networks, which could be very
expensive to obtain in some domains. In this paper, we study active learning for
GNNs, i.e., how to efficiently label the nodes on a graph to reduce the annotation
cost of training GNNs. We formulate the problem as a sequential decision process
on graphs and train a GNN-based policy network with reinforcement learning to
learn the optimal query strategy. By jointly optimizing over several source graphs
with full labels, we learn a transferable active learning policy which can directly
generalize to unlabeled target graphs under a zero-shot transfer setting. Experimen-
tal results on multiple graphs from different domains prove the effectiveness of
our proposed approach in both settings of transferring between graphs in the same
domain and across different domains.
1 Introduction
Graphs encode the relations between different objects and are ubiquitous in real world. Learning
effective representation of graphs is critical to a variety of applications. Recently, graph neural
networks (GNNs) have been attracting growing attention for their effectiveness in graph representation
learning [30, 33]. They have achieved great success on various tasks such as node classification
[15, 27] and link prediction [4, 32]. Despite their appealing performance, GNNs typically require a
large amount of labeled data for training [29]. However, in many domains, such as chemistry [11] and
health care [6], it could be very expensive and time-consuming to collect a large amount of labeled
data, which significantly limits the performance of GNNs in these domains.
Active learning [1, 22, 25] is a promising strategy to tackle this challenge. It aims to dynamically
query the labels of the most informative instances selected from the unlabeled data. Although
active learning has been proven effective on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data in
a variety of fields [9, 24], how to apply it to graph-structured data with dense correlations remains
under-explored. This motivates us to study active learning on graphs, i.e., how to efficiently label the
nodes on a graph to reduce the annotation cost of training GNNs.
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Towards this goal, several methods have been proposed recently [8, 13, 12, 3, 10, 5]. They follow
a general approach of designing a single selection criterion based on the graph characteristics or
adaptively combining several selection criteria to measure the informativeness of each node, then
labeling the most "informative" node at each query step according to the selection criterion. However,
these methods suffer from the following limitations. (1) Ignoring Long-term Performance: Existing
methods usually adopt different selection criterion as a surrogate objective function and greedily
optimize it at each query step. However, the long-term objective function we truly want to optimize
is how to select a sequence of nodes which can maximize the performance score of the GNN trained
on them. Maximizing the short-term surrogate criterion usually leads to sub-optimal query strategies.
(2) Lack of Node Interactions: When measuring the node informativeness, existing methods usually
consider each node independently and ignore the interconnections between different nodes. For
example, if an unlabeled node has several labeled neighbors, then it is very likely that this node would
provide little additional information for training.
To tackle these limitations, we propose GPA, a Graph Policy network for transferable Active learning
on graphs. Our approach formalizes active learning on graphs as a Markov decision process (MDP)
and learns the optimal query strategy with reinforcement learning (RL), where the state is defined
based on the current graph status, the action is to select a node for annotation at each query step, and
the reward is the performance gain of the GNN trained with the selected nodes. By maximizing its
long-term returns with policy gradient [26], our policy network can effectively learn to optimize the
long-term performance of the GNN in an end-to-end fashion. Moreover, our approach parameterizes
the policy network as another GNN to explicitly model node interactions, which effectively propagates
useful information over the graph and thereby better measures the node informativeness. We train the
graph policy network on multiple training graphs where node labels are available, and evaluate it on
the testing graphs where no labels are available at all (i.e., zero-shot transfer learning).
We evaluate GPA on the standard semi-supervised node classification task under two experimental
settings with increasing difficulty: 1) the training graphs and testing graphs are from the same domain;
2) the training graphs and testing graphs are from different domains. Experimental results prove the
effectiveness of GPA over competitive baselines under both settings.
2 Related work
Graph Neural Networks. Typically, GNNs [30, 33] learn node representation by iteratively aggre-
gating neighborhood information. A key difference between different GNN variants lies in how they
design the aggregation function [15, 27, 11]. Despite their effectiveness, GNNs typically require mas-
sive labeled data for training, which entails high annotation cost in some domains [16]. Consequently,
we propose to study active learning on graphs to reduce the annotation cost of training GNNs.
Active Learning. Active learning [1, 25, 22, 2] has been widely studied on i.i.d. data in different
domains such as natural language processing [24] and computer vision [9]. Recently, there are also
a handful of studies focusing on active learning for graph-structured data. Some earlier studies
[8, 12, 13] are developed based on the graph homophily assumption that neighboring nodes are
more likely to have the same label. More recent works utilize the expressive power of GNNs to
design more informative selection criteria. AGE [3] measures node informativeness by a linear
combination of three heuristics, where the combination weights are sampled from a beta distribution
with time-sensitive parameters. ANRMAB [10] also uses the combination of different features but
adjusts the combination weights based on a multi-armed bandit framework. Similarly, ActiveHNE
[5] tackles active learning on heterogeneous graphs by posing it as a multi-armed bandit problem.
However, all these methods measure the informativeness of different nodes independently, without
explicitly considering their interactions.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) for Active Learning. Fang et al. [7] uses deep Q-networks (DQN)
[19] to learn active learning policies for named entity recognition (NER). Similarly, Liu et al. [17]
uses imitation learning to select the most informative data points for NER. Liu et al. [18] tackles
active learning for neural machine translation with reinforcement learning. However, all these studies
focus on i.i.d. data. In contrast, we focus on graph-structured data, where different nodes are highly
correlated. Specifically, our approach learns a GNN-based policy network to utilize the interactions
between different nodes.
2
3 Methodology
3.1 Problem definition
We consider a graph denoted as G = (V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges. Each
node v ∈ V is associated with a feature vector xv ∈ X ⊆ Rd, and a label yv ∈ Y = {1, 2, · · · , C}.
The node set is divided into three subsets as Vtrain, Vvalid, and Vtest. In conventional semi-supervised
node classification, the labels of a subset Vlabel ⊆ Vtrain are given. The task is to learn a classification
network fG,Vlabel (formulated as a GNN) with the graph G and Vlabel to classify the nodes in Vtest.
For active learning on graphs, the labeled training subset is initialized as an empty set, V 0label = ∅.
A query budget B is given, which allows us to sequentially acquire the labels of B samples from
Vtrain, where B  |Vtrain|. At each step t, we select an unlabeled node vt from Vtrain\V t−1label based
on an active learning policy pi and query the label of vt. Next, we update the labeled node set as
V tlabel = V
t−1
label ∪ {vt}. The classification GNN f is then trained with the updated V tlabel for one more
epoch. When the budget B is used up, we stop the query and continue training the classification
GNN f with V Blabel until convergence.
We learn and evaluate the active learning policy pi under a zero-shot transfer learning setting. During
the training phase, we collect a set of source graphs GS with node labels. We learn the optimal policy
pi∗ to maximize
∑
G∈GSM(fG,V Blabel), whereM(·) is a metric used to evaluate the performance of
the classification GNN; V Blabel = (v1, . . . , vB) is the node sequence labeled by pi
∗ on graph G under
the annotation budget B. During the evaluation phase, we directly apply the learned policy pi∗ to a
set of unlabeled target graphs GT . For each G ∈ GT , we select a sequence of nodes to label based on
pi∗ and use them to train the classification GNN on G. Our ultimate goal is to learn a transferable
active learning policy pi∗ from GS which can perform well on GT without fine-tuning or retraining.
3.2 Active learning on graphs as MDP
In the task of active learning for GNNs, our goal is to interactively select a sequence of nodes which
maximize the performance of the GNN trained on them. This problem could be naturally formalized
as an MDP. Intuitively, given the condition of the current graph (i.e., the outputs of the classification
network and information about the available labels in the graph) as state, the active learning system
takes an action by selecting the next node to query. It is then rewarded by the performance gain of the
classification GNN trained with the updated set of labeled nodes. Formally, the MDP is defined as
follows.
State. We denote the state in graph G at step t as StG = {stv|v ∈ VG}, where stv is the state
representation of node v, VG is the node set in graph G. We define the state representation of each
node based on several commonly-used heuristic criteria in active learning [22] as follows.
• We compute the degree of a node to measure its representativeness. The intuition is that high-
degree nodes are likely to be hubs in a graph, and thus their labels are more informative. To ensure
computational stability, we scale node degree by a hyperparameter α and clip it to 1, i.e.,
stv(1) = min(degree(v)/α, 1).
• We compute the entropy of the label distribution predicted by the classification GNN f on each
node to measure its uncertainty. If the network is not confident about its prediction on certain nodes,
then the labels of these nodes are likely more useful. We divide the entropy H by log(#classes) to
fit its value range within [0, 1] even across graphs with different class numbers, i.e.,
stv(2) = H(y¯(v; t))/ log(#classes),
where y¯(v; t) ∈ RC is the class probability of node v predicted by the classification GNN at step t.
• In addition to the entropy of the node itself, we are also interested in the divergence between
a node’s predicted label distribution and its neighbor’s. The divergence between neighboring
nodes measures local graph similarity, which can help the active learning policy better identify
potential clusters and decision boundaries in the graph. Consequently, we compute the average KL
divergence and reverse KL divergence between the predicted label distribution of a node v and its
neighbors Nv as a measure of local similarity, i.e.,
stv(3) =
1
|Nv|
∑
u∈Nv
KL(y¯(v; t) || y¯(u; t)), stv(4) =
1
|Nv|
∑
u∈Nv
KL(y¯(u; t) || y¯(v; t)).
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Figure 1: The RL-based framework for active learning on GNNs. Blue and orange nodes represent
unlabeled and labeled nodes in the training set respectively. For simplicity, we omit the validation
nodes and test nodes. In the policy network pi, each column represents a layer of GNN, and the
graphs in each column correspond to the feature aggregation on different nodes.
• We use an indicator variable to represent whether a node has been labeled or not, i.e.,
stv(5) = 1{v ∈ V t−1label }.
In addition, we can easily incorporate additional heuristic features (e.g., the features proposed in
[3, 10, 5]) into this flexible framework by concatenating them onto the node representation vector. In
this paper, however, we only use the five primary features introduced above and utilize the policy
network to automatically learn more complicated and informative criterion for node selection.
Action. At time step t, the action is to select a node vt from Vtrain\V t−1label based on ptG ∼ pi(·|StG), the
action probability given by the policy network in step t.
Reward. We use the classification GNN’s performance score on the validation set after convergence
as a trajectory reward. Although this trajectory reward is delayed and sparse compared to using
step-wise performance gain as intermediate rewards, empirically it provides a much more stable
estimation of the policy’s quality, as it is more robust to the random interference factors during the
training process of the classification GNN. Given a sequence of labeled nodes V Blabel = (v1, . . . , vB),
we define the trajectory reward with respect to V Blabel as
R(V Blabel) =M(fG,V Blabel(Vvalid), yvalid), (1)
where fG,V Blabel is the classification GNN trained with the graph G and the labels of V
B
label; Vvalid and
yvalid are the nodes and labels of the validation set;M is the evaluation metric.
State Transition Dynamics. At each query step t, a newly labeled node vt is added to V tlabel to update
the classification GNN, the graph state thus transits from StG to S
t+1
G . Specifically, the selection
indicator in the state vector of the selected node vt is changed from 0 to 1. Updating the classification
GNN can influence the predicted label distribution, thus the entropy and KL divergence terms in the
state vector of each node will change accordingly. Since it is hard to directly model the transition
dynamics p(St+1G |StG, vt), we learn the optimal policy in a model-free approach.
Framework. We show an overview of the policy training framework in Figure 1. At query step
t, we first update the current graph state StG with the graph G and the outputs of the classification
GNN fG,V t−1label . The policy network pi takes S
t
G as input and produces a probability distribution over
actions as ptG, which represents the probability of annotating each unlabeled node in the candidate
pool Vtrain\V t−1label . Next, we sample a node vt based on ptG for annotation and add it to the labeled
training subset to get V tlabel. The classification GNN f is trained for one more epoch with V
t
label to
get fG,V tlabel , which is then used to generate the graph state S
t+1
G for the next step. When t = B, we
stop the query phase and train f until convergence. Finally, we evaluate fG,V Blabel on the validation set
Vvalid, and the performance score is used as the trajectory reward R to update the policy network pi.
3.3 Policy network architecture
A key characteristic of active learning on graphs is that the nodes are highly correlated with each
other based on the graph topology. This provides valuable information on the informativeness of
each candidate node at different query step. To automatically extract such information and model
the influence of graph structures on the query policy, we parameterize the policy network pi as a
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GNN, which iteratively aggregates neighborhood information to update the state representation of
each node. Specifically, we implement the policy network as a L-layer Graph Convolutional Network
(GCN) [15]. The propagation rule for layer l in GCN is
H(l+1) = σ
(
D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2H(l)W (l)
)
, (2)
where W (l) and H(l) are the weight and the input feature matrices of layer l respectively. A˜ = A+ I
is the adjacency matrix with self loops, D˜ is a diagonal matrix with D˜ii =
∑
i A˜ij . We use ReLU as
the activation function σ. In the first layer, we use H(0) = StG as the initial input feature.
On top of the GCN, we apply a linear layer (with output dimension of 1) to the final output embedding
H(L). The resulting logits are then normalized by a softmax to generate a probability distribution ptG
over all candidate nodes for annotation in G:
ptG = pi(·|StG) = Softmax(WH(L) + b). (3)
3.4 Training and evaluation
In the training phase, given a set of NS labeled source graphs GS = {Gi|i = 1, . . . , NS}, our goal is
to maximize the sum of expected rewards obtained from following policy pi over the training graphs.
The objective function with respect to the policy network parameters θ is
J(θ) =
NS∑
i=1
E
P (V
Bi
label=(v1,...,vBi ); θ)
[Ri(V
Bi
label)], (4)
where Bi is the query budget on graph Gi, and Ri is the trajectory reward on graph Gi. We utilize
REINFORCE [28], a classical policy gradient method, to train the policy network. In each training
episode, we iterate over all the training graphs to update the policy network.
In the evaluation phase, given a set of NT unlabeled target graphs GT = {Gi|i = 1, . . . , NT }, we
directly apply the learned policy piθ on each test graph to perform active learning. As no fine-tuning
or retraining is required, we only need to label BG samples to train the classification GNN on each
unlabeled test graph G, which is consistent with the annotation budget. Due to the space limit, we
give the detailed pseudo-code for policy training and evaluation in Appendix A.
4 Experiments and analysis
4.1 Experimental setup
Datasets. For transferable active learning on graphs from the same domain, we use a multi-graph
dataset collected from Reddit1, which consists of 5 graphs. For transferable active learning on graphs
from different domains, we adopt 5 widely used benchmark datasets: Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed,
Coauthor-Physics and Coauthor-CS [23]. We also use the 5 Reddit graphs in this setting, resulting 10
graphs in total. Due to the space limit, we give detailed description of these datasets in Appendix B.
Baselines. We compare our method against the following baseline methods:
(1) Random: At each step, randomly select a node to annotate. This is equivalent to the conventional
semi-supervised training of GNNs.
(2) Uncertainty-based policy: At each step, predict the label distribution of each node with the
current classification GNN, then annotate the node with the maximal entropy on label distribution.
(3) Centrality-based policy: At each step, annotate the node with the largest degree.
(4) Coreset [21]: Coreset performs k-means clustering over the outputs of the last hidden layer of
the classification network, which was originally proposed for Convolutional Neural Networks. We
simply apply this method on the node representation learned by the classification GNN. At each step,
the node which is closest to the cluster center is selected for annotation.
(5) AGE [3]: AGE measures the informativeness of each node by combining three heuristics, i.e., the
entropy of the predicted label distribution, the node centrality score, and the distance between the
node’s embedding and it nearest cluster center. To apply AGE under the transfer learning setting, we
1Reddit is an online forum where users create posts and comment on them.
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Table 1: Results of transferable active learning on graphs from the same domain. The active learning
policy is trained on Reddit {1, 2} and evaluated on Reddit {3, 4, 5}. Boldface and underline represent
the best and second best scores respectively.
Method Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1
Random 88.21 87.30 84.81 79.87 86.20 84.39
Uncertainty 70.03 64.34 72.28 60.32 73.27 63.67
Centrality 90.93 90.35 83.43 75.96 84.83 79.71
Coreset 78.34 76.11 82.18 76.71 83.29 81.99
AGE 91.09 90.44 87.55 84.39 88.02 85.99
ANRMAB 85.26 83.06 83.14 76.80 83.65 79.99
GPA (Ours) 92.85 92.53 91.57 89.46 91.60 91.38
find the optimal combination weights on each training graph separately using grid search, then use
their mean value as the combination weights on test graphs.
(6) ANRMAB [10]: ANRMAB utilizes the same set of selection heuristics as in AGE, and proposes
a multi-armed bandit framework to dynamically adjust the combination weights of these heuristics.
ANRMAB uses the performance score on historical query steps as the rewards to the multi-armed
bandit machine, which enables it to learn the combination weights during the query process.2
Evaluation Metrics and Parameter Settings. Following the common settings in GNN literature
[31], we use Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 as the evaluation metrics. On each graph, we set the sizes of
validation and test sets as 500 and 1000 respectively and use all remaining nodes as the candidate
training samples for annotation. To test the policy, we run 100 independent experiments with different
classification network initialization and report the average performance scores on the test set.
We implement the policy network as a two-layer GCN [15] with a hidden layer size of 8. We use
Adam [14] as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. The policy network is trained for a maximum
of 2000 episodes with a batch size of 5. To demonstrate the advantage of active learning on reducing
annotation cost, we set the query budget on each graph as (5×#classes), which is far less than the
default labeling budget of (20×#classes) in conventional (semi-supervised) GNN literature [15].
We set the scaling hyperparameter as α = 20 based on the average graph degree in our datasets. For
the classification network, we implement it as a two-layer GCN with a hidden layer size of 64. We
use Adam as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.03 and a weight decay of 0.0005. Source code is
attached in the supplementary material.
4.2 Transferable active learning on graphs from the same domain
Table 1 shows the results of transferable active learning on graphs from the same domain. Our policy
successfully transfers to all the three test graphs of Reddit under a zero-shot transfer setting.
Surprisingly, for the three methods which use a single heuristic as the selection criterion, i.e.,
uncertainty, centrality and Coreset, none of them could consistently outperform random selection.
We suspect the reason is that the distribution of the selected samples is different from the underlying
distribution of all the nodes. For example, when using uncertainty for selection, nodes that are close
to the decision boundaries usually have higher entropy and are more likely to be selected, which
introduces a distribution drift to the labeled training data. Consequently, a combination of different
heuristics is essential to effectively measure node informativeness — as is done in our method.
Compared to the two baselines that combine different heuristics as the selection criterion, GPA
consistently outperforms AGE and ANRMAB. The reasons of the performance gain are twofold.
First, our approach formulates the active learning problem as an MDP, which directly optimizes the
long-term performance of the classification GNN. Second, our approach parameterizes the policy
network as a GNN, which could leverage node interactions to better measure node informativeness.
4.3 Transferable active learning on graphs across different domains
Table 2 shows the results of transferable active learning on graphs across different domains. Our
policy successfully transfers to graphs across different domains and achieves the best performance
on all the test graphs. Furthermore, comparing with Table 1, we can see that the cross-domain GPA
2As the code of ANRMAB is not provided, we implement it based on the pseudo-code from their paper.
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Table 2: Results of transferable active learning on graphs from different domains. Cora and Citeseer
are used as the training graphs, while all other graphs are used for evaluation. For simplicity, we
discard the three single-heuristic methods due to their relatively low performance.
Method Metric Pubmed Reddit1 Reddit2 Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5 Physics CS
Random Micro-F1 68.35 81.88 91.19 87.76 85.37 86.45 82.03 84.70Macro-F1 67.57 80.26 89.92 86.12 80.89 84.52 70.77 70.57
AGE Micro-F1 74.78 83.76 92.56 90.61 86.94 87.73 84.68 86.33Macro-F1 73.26 82.81 91.61 89.99 83.15 85.88 77.25 80.63
ANRMAB Micro-F1 69.35 81.25 88.74 85.26 83.14 83.65 82.55 86.63Macro-F1 68.68 79.43 86.58 83.06 76.80 79.99 71.57 79.00
GPA (Ours) Micro-F1 77.80 88.10 95.19 92.07 91.39 90.66 88.08 87.90Macro-F1 75.66 87.75 95.00 91.77 89.60 90.22 82.82 84.99
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Figure 2: Left: Performance of different methods on Reddit 4 under different query budgets. The
x-axis represents label budget, and the y-axis represents the Micro-F1 score. Right: Performance of
GPA on different test graphs when trained with different number of source graphs.
policy performs comparably to the single-domain GPA policy on Reddit {3, 4, 5}, which again
suggests the strong transferability of our approach. This is mainly because that our policy is learned
on a state space closely related to the classification GNN’s learning process, instead of depending on
any graph-specific features. Moreover, the policy network is optimized jointly over multiple graphs,
which helps it learn an universal policy that is naturally transferable to different graphs. Due to the
space limit, please refer to Appendix C for further experiments on different training graphs.
4.4 Performance under different query budgets
Next, we compare all the algorithms on the dimension of query budgets. In this study, Reddit is
used as an example. We train our policy on Reddit {1, 2} with {10, 20, 30, 50, 100} budgets, then
evaluate the learned policy on Reddit 4 under the corresponding budgets. All baseline methods are
also tested using the same set of budgets. We test each method under each budget for 100 times
and report the averaged Micro-F1 score with 95% confidence interval. Figure 2 (left) shows that our
policy consistently outperforms all baselines under all budgets. Compared with random selection,
which uses 100 budget to reach a Micro-F1 of 90.0, our approach only needs 30 budget to reach the
same result. Meanwhile, AGE uses 100 budget to reach a Micro-F1 of 91.7, while our approach only
uses 50 budget to achieve the same result. We also notice that using only half of the full budget (50),
GPA can already achieve a higher Micro-F1 than most of the baselines consuming 100 budget.
4.5 Ablation study
Number of Training Graphs We study the performance and transferability of the learned policy
w.r.t. the number of training graphs. We select {1, 2, 3, 4} graphs from Reddit as the training graphs,
and evaluate on the remaining 6 graphs. The result is shown in Figure 2 (right). On average, the
policy trained on multiple graphs transfers better than the policy trained on a single graph. The main
reason may be that training on a single graph overfits to the specific pattern of the training graph,
while training on multiple graphs better captures the general pattern across different graphs.
Importance of Modeling Node Interactions Our GNN-based policy network models node infor-
mativeness by considering graph structures. Here, we compare it with a policy network without
taking graph structures into consideration. We parameterize the policy network as a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP), which only utilizes single-node information. For a fair comparison, we use a
3-layer MLP with a hidden layer size of 8 — it has the same number of parameters as the GCN
7
Table 3: Performance comparison between using GCN and MLP as the policy network.
Method Metric Pubmed Reddit1 Reddit2 Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5 Physics CS
GCN Micro-F1 77.80 88.10 95.19 92.07 91.39 90.66 88.08 87.90Macro-F1 75.66 87.75 95.00 91.77 89.60 90.22 82.82 84.99
MLP Micro-F1 70.49 72.65 85.61 81.66 80.03 81.16 80.30 88.53Macro-F1 70.08 67.56 82.11 77.63 70.99 71.43 68.86 85.91
Table 4: Contribution of each state feature. The policies are trained on Reddit {1, 2} and evaluated
on Reddit {3, 4, 5}. Each row corresponds to removing one feature, while "GPA (full model)" means
using all the features.
Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5
Features Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1
GPA (full model) 92.85 92.53 91.57 89.46 91.60 91.38
– Entropy 92.48 92.12 90.12 86.94 90.35 89.88
– Degree 92.36 92.07 91.48 89.55 90.56 90.16
– KL 92.76 92.47 91.12 88.23 91.29 90.98
– Indicator 91.11 90.20 88.90 86.12 90.72 90.41
policy network. We train the two policy networks on Cora + Citeseer, and evaluate on the remaining
graphs. As shown in Table 3, GCN outperforms MLP by a large margin on all test graphs except
Coauthor-CS, which evinces the importance of modeling node interactions.
Contribution of State Features We also investigate the contribution of the state features introduced
in Section 3.2. We remove each of them from the state space to see how they influence the learned
policy. We take the Reddit dataset as an example. As shown in Table 4, removing any of the features
can result in a performance drop, which validates the effectiveness of these features. Among the
four features, the binary label indicator seems to contribute the most to the policy’s performance.
We believe the reason is that propagating the annotation information over the graph helps the policy
better identify and model the under-explored areas in the graph.
4.6 Case study
To better understand how the learned policy works, we conduct a case study by visualizing the
node sequence selected by different method on a toy graph collected from Reddit (|V | = 85, |E| =
156, |Y| = 4). We apply the cross-domain policy learned in Section 4.3 to this toy graph for 100
times with different classification network initialization, and report the most frequently selected node
in each query step. For comparison, we also report the node sequence selected by AGE and the
centrality criterion. Since ANRMAB needs to learn during the query process, it fails to perform
meaningful selection on this toy graph with small size, and thus is not reported.
As shown in Figure 3, GPA better explores the whole graph space compared to the others two methods,
which helps it to better model the data distribution and thus achieves much better performance.
Specifically, the node sequences selected by AGE and the centrality criterion are very similar, both
biased towards the nodes with large degree. On the contrary, GPA not only utilizes the nodes with
large degree (e.g. node 1, 2), but also fully explores the under-represented areas (e.g. node 10, 13, 15)
in the graph based on its annotation trajectory. It also learns to automatically switch between different
classes to reach a class balance (e.g. no two consecutively selected nodes belong to the same class).
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate active learning on graphs which aims to reduce the annotation cost for
training GNNs. We formulate the problem as an MDP and learn a transferable query policy with
RL. We parameterize the policy network as a GNN to explicitly model graph structures and node
interactions. Experimental results suggest that our approach can transfer between graphs in both
single-domain and cross-domain settings, substantially outperforming competitive baselines. For
future work, we consider to dynamically adjust the importance of different state features based on the
current time step [3, 10], or to incorporate global graph information into the policy.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the node query process on a toy graph from Reddit. The query budget is 15.
Each color represents a unique class. The annotated nodes are magnified, and the numbers represent
at which step they are selected. The Micro-F1 score of each strategy is reported in the subfigure
caption. For comparison, random selection achieves a Micro-F1 score of 84.74.
Broader Impact
Graph-structured data are ubiquitous in real world, covering a variety of domains and applications
such as social science, biology, medicine, and political science. In many domains such as biology
and medicine, annotating a large number of labeled data could be extremely expensive and time
consuming. Therefore, the algorithm proposed in this paper could help significantly reduce the
labeling efforts in these domains — we can train systems on domains where labeled data are available,
then transfer to those lower-resource domains.
We believe such systems can help accelerating some research and develop processes that usually take
a long time, in domains such as drug development. It can potentially also lower the cost for such
research by reducing the need of expert-annotations.
However, we also acknowledge potential social and ethical issues related to our work.
1. Our proposed system can effectively reduce the need of human annotations. However, in a
broader point of view, this can potentially lead to a reduction of employment opportunities
which may cause layoff to data annotators.
2. GNNs are widely used in domains related to critical needs such as healthcare and drug
development. The community needs to be extra cautious and rigorous since any mistake
may cause harm to patients.
3. Training the policy network for active learning on multiple graphs is relatively time - and
computational resource - consuming. This line of research may produce more carbon
footprint compared to some other work. Therefore, how to accelerate the training process
by developing more efficient algorithms requires further investigation.
Nonetheless, we believe that the directions of active learning and transfer learning provide a hopeful
path towards our ultimate goal of data efficiency and interpretable machine learning.
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A Algorithm details
In this section, we present the pseudo-code of our approach for both policy training (Algorithm 1)
and evaluation (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 1: Train the policy on multiple labeled source graphs
Input: the labeled training graphs GT = {Gi}, the query budget on each graph {Bi}, the maximal
training episode M
Result: the query policy piθ
Randomly initialize piθ;
for episode = 1 to M do
for Gi in GT do
V 0label ← ∅;
Randomly initialize the classification GNN as fGi,V 0label ;
for t = 1 to Bi do
Generate the graph state StGi based on fGi,V t−1label and Gi;
Compute the probability distribution over candidate nodes as ptGi = piθ(S
t
Gi
);
Sample an unlabeled node vt ∼ ptGi from Vtrain\V t−1label and query for its label;
V tlabel ← V t−1label ∪ {vt};
Train the classification GNN for one more epoch to get fGi,V tlabel ;
end
Train the classification GNN f
Gi,V
Bi
label
until converge;
Evaluate f
Gi,V
Bi
label
on the validation set to get the reward signal R(V Bilabel);
Use R(V Bilabel) to update piθ with policy gradient;
end
end
Algorithm 2: Evaluate the learned policy on an unlabeled test graph
Input: the unlabeled test graph G, the learned policy piθ, the query budget B on graph G
Result: the classification GNN f trained on the selected node sequence τ
τ = [];
V 0label ← ∅;
Randomly initialize the classification GNN as fG,V 0label ;
for t = 1 to B do
Generate the graph state StG based on fG,V t−1label and G;
Compute the probability distribution over candidate nodes as ptG = piθ(S
t
G);
Select vt = arg maxv ptG(v) from Vtrain\V t−1label and query for its label;
V tlabel ← V t−1label ∪ {vt};
Train the classification GNN for one more epoch to get fG,V tlabel ;
τ.append(vt);
end
Train fG,V Blabel until converge;
Evaluate the converged classification GNN f on the test set Vtest of G.
B Dataset descriptions
Here we present the details of the datasets used in our experiments.
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Table 5: Statistics of the datasets used in our experiments. For Reddit, * represents the average value
over all individual graphs. The Budget column shows the query budget on each graph, which is
set to 5×#class by default. We use Physics and CS as the abbreviation of Coauthor-Physics and
Coauthor-CS respectively.
Dataset Nodes Edges Features Classes Budget
Cora 2708 5278 1433 7 35
Citseer 3327 4676 3703 6 30
Pubmed 19718 44327 500 3 15
Physics 34493 247962 2000 5 25
Cs 18333 81894 6805 15 75
Reddit 4017.6* 28697.6* 300 10 50
For transferable active learning on graphs from the same domain, we use a multi-graph dataset
collected from Reddit3. In Reddit, users publish multiple posts which are then commented by other
users. To generate the corresponding post-connection graph, we regard the posts as nodes, and
connect two posts with an edge if they are both commented or posted by the same two users, instead
of only one user. If we don’t make this restriction, all nodes commented or posted by one user would
be fully connected, thus resulting in large cliques in the graph. We choose the data in January 2014
as the raw data and conduct the following preprocessing steps:
1. Delete the anonymous posts.
2. Sort the posts by their creation time and separate every 300,000 posts into a group.
3. For each group, we sort the subreddits by the total number of posts belonging to each
subreddit. We exclude the subreddits which have either too many or too few posts. Then we
choose the subreddits whose post number rank between 11 and 20 and remove the posts that
don’t belong to these subreddits.
4. Build a graph for each group based on the edge connection criterion.
5. Get the largest connected component in each graph.
The resulting graphs consist of 4017.6 nodes and 28697.6 edges on average. For the node feature,
we concatenate each post’s title and its description as the feature text. We use 300-dimensional
GloVe CommonCrawl word vectors 4 to calculate the average word embedding in the text as the node
features.
For transferable active learning on graphs from different domains, we use 5 benchmark datasets
in addition to Reddit. Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed [20] contain citation networks of scientific
publications, where each node represents a publication as a sparse bag-of-words feature vector, each
edge corresponds to a citation link. Coauthor-Physics and Coauthor-CS [23] are co-authorship graphs,
where the nodes represent authors and the edges indicate that two authors have co-authored a paper.
Each node is represented by a bag-of-words vector of the keywords in the author’s papers, while its
label indicates the most active research field of the author.
The statistics of these dataset are shown in Table 5.
C Additional experimental results
In this section, we report additional experimental results of transferable active learning on graphs
across different domains. In Table 6, we show the results of training on Cora + Pubmed and testing
on the remaining graphs. In Table 7, we show the results of training on Citeseer + Pubmed and
testing on the remaining graphs. We observe consistent trends compared to the results reported in
Section 4.3, where our proposed method significantly outperforms the random baseline and the two
active learning baselines. This suggests the effectiveness of our proposed method.
3Reddit is an online forum where users create posts and comment on them. We use the January 2014 dump
of Reddit posts downloaded from https://bit.ly/3bumUtv and https://bit.ly/2Spg6G2.
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/wordvecs/glove.840B.300d.zip
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Table 6: Results of transferable active learning on graphs from different domains. Train on Cora +
Pubmed, and test on the remaining graphs.
Method Metric Citeseer Reddit1 Reddit2 Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5 Physics CS
Random Micro-F1 59.74 81.64 91.47 87.63 85.26 86.26 84.81 84.65Macro-F1 52.71 80.05 90.35 86.03 80.79 84.37 71.49 70.46
AGE Micro-F1 65.60 85.31 92.40 91.22 86.90 88.28 83.93 86.69Macro-F1 58.43 84.47 91.00 90.74 83.10 87.09 75.28 81.73
ANRMAB Micro-F1 62.87 83.14 88.55 85.95 81.51 83.58 82.06 86.48Macro-F1 55.90 82.21 86.12 84.03 74.56 79.40 70.92 78.61
GPA (Ours) Micro-F1 65.76 88.14 95.14 92.08 91.05 90.38 87.14 88.15Macro-F1 57.52 87.86 94.93 91.78 89.08 89.92 81.04 85.24
Table 7: Results of transferable active learning on graphs from different domains. Train on Citeseer +
Pubmed, and test on the remaining graphs.
Method Metric Cora Reddit1 Reddit2 Reddit3 Reddit4 Reddit5 Physics CS
Random Micro-F1 66.85 81.64 91.47 87.63 85.26 86.26 84.81 84.65Macro-F1 60.95 80.05 90.35 86.03 80.79 84.37 71.49 70.46
AGE Micro-F1 70.08 83.76 92.56 90.61 86.94 87.73 84.68 86.33Macro-F1 66.94 82.81 91.61 89.99 83.15 85.88 77.25 80.63
ANRMAB Micro-F1 68.50 83.14 88.55 85.95 81.51 83.58 82.06 86.48Macro-F1 63.07 82.21 86.12 84.03 74.56 79.40 70.92 78.61
GPA (Ours) Micro-F1 73.40 87.57 95.08 92.07 90.99 90.53 87.06 87.00Macro-F1 71.22 87.11 94.87 91.74 88.97 90.14 81.20 83.90
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